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speech dereverberation signals and communication - speech dereverberation is a signal processing technique of key
importance for successful hands free speech acquisition in applications of telecommunications and automatic speech
recognition, echo cancellation vocal technologies - vocal continues to research applications of echo cancellation to voice
communications audio conferencing and speech recognition, sound capture and processing practical approaches ivan provides state of the art algorithms for sound capture processing and enhancement sound capture and processing practical
approaches coversthe digital signal processing algorithms and devices for capturingsounds mostly human speech it
explores the devices andtechnologies used to capture enhance and process sound for theneeds of communication and
speech recognition in modern computersand, dr wenwu wang university of surrey - wenwu wang is a reader in signal
processing and co director of the machine audition lab at the centre for vision speech and signal processing university of
surrey where he joined since may 2007, das jubil um 100pro rwth auszeichnen borchers plakette - der rektor der rwth
aachen zeichnet in jedem jahr diejenigen doktoranden der fakult ten die ihre promotion mit summa cum laude
abgeschlossen haben mit der borchers plakette aus
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